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for collaboration into the ad hoc networks is an
important step. This leads us naturally to the use
of pricing mechanisms which has long been an
active research area in wireline networks.
Example approaches such as dynamic pricing in
[3] and [4], auction pricing in [5], Paris Metro
Pricing in [6]. In general, a shadow price is
associated with each wireline link. The network
uses these prices as signals to users which reflect
the traffic load on the links along their route, and
users choose a transmission rate to optimize their
utility. Compared with wireline networks where
flows contend only at the router with other
simultaneous flows through the same router, the
unique characteristics of multi-hop wireless
networks show that, flows also compete for
shared channel bandwidth if they are within the
transmission ranges of each other [7].

此成果報告為論文"Pricing for Economic
Efficiency in Wireless Ad Hoc Networks",
submitted to 4th International Symposium on
Modeling and Optimization in Mobile, Ad-hoc
and Wireless Networks (WiOpt'06), Boston,
Massachusetts, April 3-7, 2006.
另外計劃成果尚有一篇已發表之論文
"Economic-Oriented QoS Support on
Differentiated Service Networks", in IEEE 7th
International Conference on Advanced
Communication Technology (ICACT 2005), Feb
21 23, 2005, Phoenix Park, Korea.Page(s):877
- 882. 礙於篇幅請參閱出席國際會議發表之論文。
一、Abstract

In wireless ad hoc networks, the collaboration is
a fundamental challenge. The proposed pricing
method providing incentives of packet relay,
however, they did not consider fairness among
multi-hop wireless flows. This paper uses
economic theory to propose a pricing strategy
which can provide incentives for packet
forwarding in wireless ad hoc networks. Through
simulation results, we show that our pricing
strategy is very reasonable. In addition,
economic efficiency is well established using our
pricing strategy.

In this paper, we address these unique
characteristics of wireless ad hoc networks. We
propose a dynamic pricing strategy to achieve the
economic efficiency. Economic efficiency is

well established in pricing strategies to
maximize customers’ net benefit, provider’s
surplus and social welfare.[4]
The rest of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 present related work. In Section 3, we
give some background and concepts of
Economics Efficiency. In Section 4 we discuss in
detail the pricing strategies which can maximize
social welfare. Finally we do a simulation and
demonstrate that our pricing strategy is
reasonable.

Keywords: multihop, ad hoc network, economic
efficiency, pricing strategy
二、緣由與目的、結果與討論
1. Introduction

In a wireless ad hoc network, numerous stations
are connected directly without a special access
point. This mode is useful if an infrastructure of a
wireless network is not formed, or can’t not be
formed due to some reasons [1]. In this network,
a source communicate with far off destinations
by using intermediate nodes as relays. However,
there is no incentive for participants to relay
packets for each other. Mobile users with a small
computing device usually face limited resources,
such as battery, CPU and memory. The forwarder
incurs the real cost of battery energy expenditure
and the opportunity cost of possible delay for its
own data. They are likely to behave selfishly and
decide to reject all relay requests, and hence
paralyze the whole network [2].

2. Related Work

The primary motive in pricing for ad hoc wireless
networks is to stimulate participation, that is, to
ensure that mobile nodes act as routers in
forwarding data. Such a pricing framework
should be decentralized, due to the absence of
any perceivable supporting infrastructure [8].
The packet purse and packet trade models [9]
introduce the concept of a virtual currency called
nuggets, which can be exchanged for data
forwarding. In .Packet Purse model, the source
node of a packet loads the packet with a certain
number of nuggets. At every intermediate node,

Thus, the concept of introducing incentives
2

economic efficiency such as customers’ surplus,
provider’s
surplus
and
social
welfare
maximization. We use economic theory to
analyze the relationship between demand and
supply in ad hoc network to perform effective
network resource allocation and meet customer’s
application
requirements.
Theorems
of
economics can guarantee that demand and supply
control dynamically moves the system to an
equilibrant point where resources are used
efficiently.

the packet is forwarded if there is a non-zero
nugget count in the pricing header of the packet,
else the packet is dropped. Each forwarding node
reduces the nugget count in the packet by one,
and also increases its nugget count by one. Since
the hop-count to the destination is unpredictable
due to the mobility, it is likely that if the source
loads fewer nuggets the packet is dropped, and if
it loads an excess, than either the destination
acquires them or the nuggets are dropped. The
packet trade model does not suffer from the
problems of the packet purse model where
packets can get dropped due to insufficient
nugget count in the packet, resulting in a loss of
nuggets for the source node. These problems are
solved in the packet trade model by introducing a
buy-and-sell transfer model. Each intermediate
node at a distance k hops from the source will
sell the packet to the next hop for exactly k
nuggets. It can be seen that each intermediate
node will get exactly one nugget for the service
rendered by it.

A .The Customer’s Problem
Utility is actually an abstract concept rather
than a concrete. Utility means the aggregate sum
of satisfaction or benefit a consumer gains from
consuming a given amount of goods or services
in an economy. Although utility usually increases
as more of a good is consumed, marginal utility
usually decreases with each additional increase in
the consumption of a good. This decrease
demonstrates the law of diminishing marginal
utility.

More
recently,
[10]
introduces
pricing-and-credit based incentives in the context
of multihop flow control and analyzed the system
dynamics. In [11], “pay for service” incentive
model has been adopted. Depending on the
network communication scenario, the market
models are different. In this paper, the authors
focus on providing incentive for packet
forwarding in a two-hop hotspot network. The
market structure in this network depends on the
number of relaying nodes （ RNs ） , the
communication among the RNs, and the
reachability of the clients to the RNs. As a result,
the authors classify the network into four
different scenarios and propose different pricing
mechanisms for them. In Sprite [12], a secure
credit and payment system is proposed for
MANET, where each node saves a “receipt”
when it forwards a packet, and later sends the
receipts in a bulk to a central credit clearance
service, such as bank, to clear the funds between
the sender and the nodes. In summary, a secure
payment and accounting system solves the
problem of how to pay for packet forwarding
service in MANET. In iPASS [13], which focus
on how much to pay, an auction-based incentive
scheme is used to enable cooperative packet
forwarding behavior in MANET. This paper uses
economic theory to propose a pricing strategy
which can provide incentives for packet
forwarding in wireless ad hoc networks. We
solve not only the problem how much to pay, but
achieve the economic efficiency. Our pricing
strategy also can combine either packet purse or
packet trade models easily to form a complete
solution in creating incentive in a public
MANET.

If the customer has a utility u(x) for a quantity
x of a service, and u(x) is increasing and concave.
Given the price vector p, the consumer chooses to
purchase the amount x=x(p) that maximizes his
net benefit. Note that at x=x(p) we have δu(x)/δx
=p.
We can think of u(x) as the amount of money
customer is willing to pay in pursuit of products
and px means the money customer actually pays.
The expression that is maximized is called the
customer’s net benefit or consumer surplus. It
presents the net benefit the consumer obtains as
the utility of x minus the amount paid for x.
N

CS = ∑ [ui ( x i ) − p i x i ]

(1)

i =1

B .The Supplier’s Problem
Profit, or producer surplus, is the difference
between the revenue that is obtained form selling
these services, say r(y), and the cost of
production, say c(y), Denote y=(y1,…,yk) the
vector of quantities of these services. We know
that r(y) exactly equals the money customer
actually pays. An independent firm having
marvelous profit seeks to solve the problem of
maximizing the profit.
k

PS = ∑ [ r ( y i ) − c ( y i )]

(2)

i =1

An important simplification of the problem
takes place in the case of linear prices, when
r(y)=pTy for some price vector p. Then the profit
is imply a function of p, say PS(p), as is also the
optimizing y, say y(p). Here y(p) is called the

3. Economics Efficiency

An innovative pricing concept has come to our
attentions that promise to significantly improve
3

supply function, since it gives the quantities of
the various services that the supplier will produce
if the prices at which they can be sold is p.

equal the supplier’s marginal cost and each
consumer’s marginal utility at the solution point,
we call that price marginal cost prices. Through
social welfare in economics, we design a hybrid
pricing method to accomplish commercially
efficient resource allocations in ad hoc network.
4. Pricing Strategy

To introduce our pricing strategies, we have
several main parts to stress. We will introduce
utility functions for customers and cost function
for provider to construct our pricing models. Our
mechanism changes the price for personal
customers in reaction to instantaneous network
congestion conditions.
A. Utility Function
Utility function is strictly increasing and
strictly concave, so we define utility function like
below.
u（xi）＝xia － D , 0＜ a ＜1 (4)
where xi is the bandwidth allocate to user i, D
means average delay personally. We assume the
average delay time is 0.06 second. We take the
exponent as 0.6（a ＝ 0.6）, we would proof
our pricing strategies feasible in economics. In
this case, we can generate utility functions of
users is U= x0.6-0.006.
B. Cost Function
The cost function we want to find are
concerned with the effects of congestion and
pricing that take congestion into account.
Because users share a common network resource
such as bandwidth, we model cost function by
supposing that user i has a net benefit that
depends on the amount service demanded by
other users.
xi
(5)
C ( xi ) =
1− y
where y=Σi xi / k , and k is the resource
capacity of the system. In multi-hop wireless ad
hoc networks, flows that traverse the same
geographical vicinity contend for the same
wireless channel capacity. So k will change with
time whether the ad hoc network topology or the
number of users is different.

Fig.3. Social Welfare

C .Welfare Maximization
Social welfare (social surplus) is defined as the
sum of all consumer and producer surpluses. We
speak interchangeably of the goals of social
welfare
maximization,
social
surplus
maximization, or economic efficiency. The key
idea is that, under certain assumptions about
concavity and convexity of utility and cost
functions. Social welfare should be maximized
by setting an appropriate price and allowing
producers and consumers to choose their optimal
level of production and consumption. This has
the great advantage of maximizing social welfare
in decentralized way. Suppliers and consumers
see these prices and then optimally choose their
level of production and demand. They do this on
the basis of information they know. A supplier
sets his level of production knowing only his
own cost function. The Fig.3 shows that a simple
illustration of the social welfare maximization
problem for a single good. The maximum is
achieved at the point where the customer’s
aggregate demand curve u’ intersects the
marginal cost curve c’.

S = CS + PS =

N

∑ u (x
i =1

i

i

) − c( x)

The definition of the load y=Σi xi / k is
natural for a single link network in which xi is an
average flow and k is the bandwidth of the link.
In the principle, congestion measures, such as
delay and packet loss, can be directly determined
given the statistics of the traffic and service
discipline of the link. Our cost function is
powerful and useful for more general situations,
in which we desire to price dynamic parameters
of the contract and yearn to find the rules to
avoid the occurrence of congestion. Here, D(y)xi
is a congestion cost.

(3)

We have the remarkable result that the social
planner can maximize social surplus by setting an
appropriate price vector p, In practice, it can be
easier for him to control the dual variable p,
rather than to control the primal variable x1,…, xn.
This price control both production and
consumption. Among this price vector, the
consumers maximize their surpluses and
producer maximizes his profit. Moreover, prices

5. Simulation Results

Here we conduct simulations to evaluate our
4

future.

pricing strategies. We perform our simulations
using QualNet simulator. In our simulation, the
channel capacity of wireless networks are
11Mbps. We proceed to show a detailed
comparison between the two types of networks
using chain topologies, on which the flows with
different characters of hops are sharing the
resources. As shown in Fig. 4(A) and (B), LBC
means the loading of traffic from node B to node
C. XAD is the equilibrium bandwidth between
node A and node D, XAD is the equilibrium
bandwidth between node A and node E.

(A)3-hop chain topology
Fig.5. Equilibrium Price
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三、計畫成果自評
本計畫為蔡子傑教授在研究網路服務品質方面
的先導研究。利用經濟理論的量價關係，提出
完 善 的 定 價 策 略 以 達 成 所 謂 的 social
welfare。這兼顧到網路資源提供者(ISP)追求
最大盈收與顧客追求最大滿足取得平衡。我們
在定價策略與顧客的滿意度方面，曾與本校經
濟系王國樑教授等請益過。我們認為未來的網
路服務是分級的，分級收費也是必然的，如何
達到一個合理的網路定價與服務品質保證是網
路經濟行為這個跨領域研究的重要的議題。
另外近年來,ad hoc network 與 mesh network 大
受關注,要成為商業用途,定價策略就顯德相當
重要,除以 ISP 自行定價外,兼顧到使用者意願
與社會最大利益的定價策略更顯公平合理。這
就是這篇報告最大的貢獻之一。
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